J395-16 - Renita Coleman - Proseminar in Journalism and Mass Communication

340F, 395- Covering the Global Economy, Fall 2014 - Rusty Todd

J395- Media Management – George Sylvie

J332J - Sports for Reporting Texas – Kevin Robbins

J395 J - Paula Poindexter - Minorities and the Media

J351F - Paula Poindexter - Journalism, Society and the Citizen Journalist

J341J – Paula Poindexter - Minorities and the Media

380W – Bill Minutaglio - Writing & Reporting


J350F/J395 - David H. Donaldson, Jr. - MEDIA LAW

J342G/J395 41 – Tracy Dahlby - Reporting the World: A Critical Examination of the U.S. News Media

J361F/J395 44 – Tracy Dahlby & Rusty Todd - Reporting Texas: Working in a Newsroom of Our Own